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Centralization and the Vertical Downtown

• Population growth

• Economic growth

• Transportation network 
connected spatially 
distributed housing with 
central business district

• Downtown expansion 
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Chicago Population

• Downtown expansion 
restricted by water and 
railroads

• Vertical downtown provides 
expansive space for offices, 
shopping, entertainment, 
arts, and culture.

1840 1850 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900

population 4,470 29,963 112,172298,977503,185 1,099,8 1,698,5
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Development of the Skyscraper• Problem – how to add weight and 
height to structures on Chicago’s 
spongy soil? Adler and Sullivan 
solutions:

• Auditorium Building (1887-89) –
structural walls of the building 
were placed on a continuous 
reinforced concrete foundation and 
carried the massive weight on a 
floating raft of crisscross layers of 
timber, steel rails, and I-beams.

• Schiller Building (1891-92)– raft 
foundation supported on wooden 
pilings driven to refusal.
foundation supported on wooden 
pilings driven to refusal.

• Chicago Stock Exchange (1893-94) –
used concrete caissons reaching 
fifty-five feet to hard-pan (oxidized 
clay).



Development of the Skyscraper

• Metal frame construction

– Prior methods: wood, stone, brick, iron

– Post 1871 Fire codes prohibited wood for downtown construction, iron 

issues (compression, not tension qualities, melted in fire)

– Steel used in Crystal Palace (1851) and Eads (St. Louis) bridge (1874)



Development of the Skyscraper

• Framing Problems and the 
William Le Baron Jenney solution.

• Burnham and Roots Monadnock 
Building had six-foot thick walls at 
lower floors to support 16 stories.

• Limited interior space and light –
ground floors brought in retail 
rents.

• For Home Life Insurance building • For Home Life Insurance building 
(1884) Jenney used steel framing 
and eliminated need for load 
bearing walls.

• Curtain walls functioned as a skin, 
hung with terra cotta or glass.

• Light brought in through Chicago 
windows – bay filling frames with 
moveable sashes on either side of 
large fixed panes.

• Bays added light and rentable 
space.

Reliance Building before cleanup



Development of the Skyscraper

• Reliable lighting (gas, then electric)

– Peter Brooks planned Montauk (1882) to allow for electric wiring as future 
upgrade

• Steam heating/central heating

• Fireproofing (terra cotta insulation around iron and steel beams)

• Faster, safer elevators (steam, then hydraulic, pneumatic)

• Soaring land values (higher land prices required taller buildings to 
make a profit, profit from taller buildings allowed higher payments 
Soaring land values (higher land prices required taller buildings to 
make a profit, profit from taller buildings allowed higher payments 
for land)

• Telephone, telegraph

– Compress space – no longer have to be in factory to communicate

– Convenient contact with other essential people (lawyers, bankers, 
designers)

• Finance from accumulated Chicago, Eastern and European capital 
(Vault Deposit Companies, Massachusetts Trusts)
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